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Durtng the tests, measurements were made of the stagnation pressure
in the settling chsmber sad of the static pressures at 10 stations located
h a spiral fs@don along the conical nozzle wall at intervals of approxi- .
mate~ 6.4 mi~imeters. Measweqents were also made of the preheat,
decomposltion, and upstresm stagnation temperatures. Chromel-almnel and
platinm-platinum-l.3 -percent-rhodiumthermocouples were used for this
purpose. .—
Flow Comparison tests using constant-wessme deccammsitd.on.- JW-
ure 9 shows the experimental static-pressureratios obtained by opemating
the nozzle with heated air at several stagnation conditions. me eqeri-
mental values are campaed with a theoretical cwve based on a cae-
dimensional isentroplc-flow eqenslon of a gas hawbg 7 = l.k. Ih the
calculations of the curve, the geometilc nozzle sxea at each ~essure
station was assumed to be reduced by an mount corresponding to a reduc-
tion in diemeter of twice the displacement thickness (ref. U.) because
of the growth of the boundsry ~er. The _hnental points agree fairly
well with theory in the region extending from the throat to approximately
one-half the nozzle length. Fsrther downstream, flow separation (which
moves downstream as the ratio of the static ~essure to the stagnation #
pressure is increasd) is a governing factor. (See ref. 1.2.) The
highest flow Mach number indicated by the ratio of the static pressure
to the upstresm stagnation pressure is Ma = 6.9. For this maximum flow *
case, the Mach number of the flow at which the vapor pressure of H20
is reached is M = 4.45; for Mgi, M = 9.95; and for 02, M = 9.51.
Figure 10 shows the experhental static-pressureratios obtained in
the hypersonic nozzle with decomposed sad undeccqosed I?20 gases. !Jhe
test results for decomposed N20 are capered with the same theaetical
curve that was used in figure 9. Klhemsximum decomposition pressure was
70 atmospheres. The results of the twu tests of deccqposed IT@ gee
with theory end show flow separation similm to that found when air was
used. The maximum flow Mach nmbers u@zreem of the separated regions
in these two tests were 6.86 and 7.59.
Since 7 = 1.3 for I?20,the theoretical curve shown in figure 10
Is suitable only for a qualitative comparison with the qerhental
points obtained for undecoqos~ N20. (A new curve was not ccmputed
because the tables of ref. 11 are restricted to 7 = 1.40. ) However,
consideration of the isentropic-flow equations shows that the static.
pressure ratios for 7 = 1.3 should be larger thsn.those for 7 = 1.4.
The expertiental data agree with this observation.
The experimental points for N20 do not show the clesrly defined
flow separation that WRS identified with the other curves. This estab.
lishes another difference between the undeccmrposed N20 - the
. .
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Procedure and Tests
Air, decomposed I?20,and undecomposed N20 were tested in the
same hypersonic nozzle to compare the nozzle pressure distribution
obtained by use of the three different gases.
Apparatus and methcds.- The hypersonic-nozzle a~aratus, schematl-
cal.lyshown in figure 8, donslsted of a ~–s reservoir, a preheater,
a stagnation chamber, @ a “nozzlewhich was connected to a vacuum pump
through two low-pressure exhaust coolers. A conical (6o 53’ half-angle)
stainless-steelnozzle was used which was 6.37 centimeters long and had
a mtitium nozzle.dismeter of O.fi millimeter. me nozzle had en area
ratio of 810:1 which corresponds to M = 10.9 for a gas having y = 1.4.
When the sxea ratio was corrected for boundary-layer growth, the allow-
able flow was redtied to M = 8.65.
The gases ,passd thrq@ the narrow
~ Slectricam heated, sta~ess -
steel tubes of the preheater to attain temperatures as high as T280 K for
N20 end ~3° K for air. For the case of air, the decomposition chamber
“a
.
shown in figure 8 was omitted so that the air passed directly from the
preheater into the stagnation chamber, on to the nozzle, @ exhausted
d at a low pressure throu@ a water cooler. For the case of decomposed
--
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N20, ,thegas entered the deccunpositionchaqber * was decomposedat ..~ j ~
c6nstant pressure in the vicini~ of the initiator which was momentarily
heated at the start of the decomposition.._The gases then PaSSed thrOUgh
a l~er of cersmic beads to aid h securing ccqlete decomposition.
Decomposition pressures up to 70 atmospheres were used. The decomposed
gases then passed.through the nozzle and ~usted through both a water
cooler and an N02 trap cooled with dry ice. A semple of the decomposed
gas was withdrawn downstream of the water cooler for chemical analysis.
For tests using undecomposed N20, the sank apparatus was used as for
heated air.
Air was supplied to the preheater at controlled pressure fram a
reservoir maintained at roam temperature..The measured water dewpoint
of the air at atmospheric pressure was 2050..K. The N20 was taken
directly from a commercially bottled supply. A high supply pressure of
N20 Iwas maintained by imuersing the bottl.gwin hot water. The water
dewpotit of the I?20 gas at atmospheric pressure had a measured value
of 225° K. These values hdicate that no appreciable effects due to
condensation of water should be present in expemsions up to about M = 10
(ref. 8, p. I&?~). .-
—
—
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NO, end N20. When such deccqositton products are present in the medium
of a hypersonic wind tunnel, the cwunds NO and N20 may condense In
the stresm at a hi@er temperature than Is reqyired for the condensation
of oxygen. (See fig. 6.) Data for NO ad N20 in this figure were
taken from reference 8.
Nitric oxide has the proper@ of oxidizing at low temperatures to
form I?02;but, because of the long the requtied for the oxidation, as
compared with the time of flow throu@ the nozzle end test section, N02
should not be present in the test section (ref. 9). me effects of the
heat addition to the flow due to condensation of--NO and N20 in a
hypersonic stream can be calculated by the method of reference 10.
The results of a calculation of the effect of NO ctiensatton
aflowat B@ =lkwi.th Tt= 1,7000 K axe given b the follcnnlng
table. The effect at ~ = 10 and ~ = 1,7000 K was negligible.
Amount of No
%
Confklsed,
percent of total P3/P2 M3
gases present
14 1.0 1.18 1,2.85
14 10.0 2.56 8.75
The results of a shullar calculation for N20 are
I Amount of N20 I I
%2 Con(klsed,percent of total P3/P2 M3
gases presmt
10 1.0 LIJ- 9.5
10 10.0 1.24 6.92
lk 1.0 2.07 12.55
14 10.0 3.04 8.00
on
of
the
C.+1
These calculations show tlmt the presence of even a small amount
NO or N20 can seriously affect the operation of a tunnel when
operating co-i.tions me such that condensation of these substances
occurs
——
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isentropic expansion in the chamber after ,decomposition)as
.
.
.
2V [).1qlt1/2t= (y - l)m~at ~ -1..
—
where Tt is the initial stagnation temperature in the chamber and
TtI
.-
is the minhmm permissible stagnation temperature in the “chamber. . -
For typical test conditions when it is assmed arbitrarily that a
10-percent drop in initial stagnation temperature is the maximum toler-
able decrease and that the end temperature is l@Lted by the condens”atton” ‘—
criteria of figure 7, the running times for .~ical test conditions,are
M2 Ptl> atm T ,, ‘K ~=m Running time,
* &t’ sec
10 200 1,110 1,230 0.11
10 2>m 1,280 1,420 l 10
14 200. 1,8ao 2,090 .42
14 2,000 2,1.20 2,360 .40
.-
These calculations were based on 7 = 1.4 and on arbitrarily selected
values of ~ and ptI, with no allowkuMe for the drop in peak pressure -
and temperature due to heat losses (fig. 2). Furthermore, for the cal-
culations, the stagnation-chambervolume has been assuned to be
28.32 “liters(1.O cubic foot) and the ar&a of the test section to be
929.0 square c-timeters (1.0 square foot). Shlilar calculations using
the &@erimentally obtained temperature of 1,8590 K and pressure of
1,465 atmospheres (see table II) show th@ a nozzle could be operat~” “ ~
at a flow Mach nwiber of M = 1.3(maxtium) for 0.30 second. Other
schemes - such as a throttled flow in order to extend the running time -
could be employed for venting the hot co@ned gases of a consWt-
volume decomposition to a nozzle.
.
Condensation effects of NO and N20.- Results of chemical analyses
show ticwrplete decomposition of fdr both the cor&ant-vohne and ..N20 -
—.
the constant-pressureprocesses. Ah thehigh reaction temperat.w.esj , -
incomplete decomposition yields gaseous mixtures consisting of N2, 02,
10
Test resul.ts.-
in table III. !llhey
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The results of the constant-pressure tests me given
indicate that N20 can be decomposed at elevated
pressures in & seH-sustatied manner and that the onset of decomposition
Is accompanied by a sharp rise in temperature which is, however, smaller
thsn that predicted by theory. Decc?npositionwas obtdned during these
tests at pressures w to 37.4 atmospheres. The highest observed tempera-
ture was 1,726° K szxlcan be compared with a theoretical value of 2,165° K
based on an initial temperature before decomposition of 550° K. The .
chemical emalysi.sshowed that, in these tests, the dec-sition was not
so complete as h the conetant-wlume tests and that the secondsry prod-
uct, N02, was present h considerable quantities. Table III shows the
reaction temperatures obtained at verious operating pressures and mass-
flow ratios and also the ty@cal chtical compositions of the decaurposed
mixture.
APPLICATION W N20 DECOMPOSITION ~ HYPERsorm FLow
Theoretical Discussion
stagnation conditions required for bypersonic Wtnd tunnels US-
air.- When the appropriate stagnation conditions are aot maintained in
=Ejpersonlc wind tunnel, co*ensation can occur in the test section
because of the large flow ~ansions. Cofiensation conditions can be
avoided by maintaining the pertial pressures of oxygen and nitrogen h
the test section below their vapor pressures. (The relationship of the
partial pressure of oxygen to the temperature, obtained from ref. 7, is
shown in fig. 6. ) The necessary ~streem stagnation conditions cam then
be computed by using the isen~pic-flow eq~tions. F-e 7 shows the
stagnation requtiements where the partIal pressure of o~gen was assumed
to be 21.2 percent of the air pressure.
.
R
—
Use of conetant-mlume decomposition.- Since the composition of the
products of the N20 decomposition resembles air, either a constant-
.—
——
volume or a constant-pressure process can be substituted for a heated-
air sqpply and applied to the operation of a hypersonic nozzle. The .
application of the former process is examined theoretlcalJy for the case
of ccqlete decomposition. The application of the constant-pressure
decomposition Is considered experimentally ad will be described subse-
quatly . For the constant-volume decomposition, the reactor can be used
as the settling chamber and the gases vented dtiectly through the nozzle.
Because of the fixed stagnation-chamber vulume, the stkgnatlon pressure
and temperature drop continually durhg operation as the rema
Y
gases
expand and cool. The running time (in seconds) can be expressed asswnlng Q
:L
l
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loading densi~ used, the amounts of N02 and N20 present were
0.43 pekcent snd 2.24 percent, respectively.
Constant-PressureDec-deposition —
—
A constant-pressuredecomposition has been produced at approxhately
atmospheric pressure by Whittingham (ref. 4), who observed the reaction
in a quartz tube electrically heated to about 1,l~” K. Although he did
not report the occurrence of a.self.sustainedreaction, the @anti@ of
heat released during decomposition sugges~ that it could take.place.
Experiments ‘were performed to ascertdn whether the reaction could be
self-sustainedand whether it could occur”at elevated pressures as well
as at atmospheric pressure.
—
.—- —
Theoretical conditions.,=The complete thermal d@cq?mpositionof N20
into molecules of’nitrogen end oxygen is accompanied bj 20,CX30cal/mole
of heat released (ref. 1). This heat is sufficient to raise the taper- ~
ature of the final gas mixture from 3000 K @ 1,@o K in a constant-
pressure decomposition. (See appendti A.) —
Appsratus and test procedure.- The-constqnt-pre.ssureN20 decom- -
position apparatus used is schematically shown in figure 5. It consisted
of a steel tube which enclosed a gas prehkater, a decomposition chamber, — -
szd an.exit orifice. The “preheater,a 61*entimeter-long braas tube with _
an inside dismeter of 1.9 centimeters, was electrtcaldy heated with
Nichrome V wire. The chsmb~ had sn inside diamet= of 3.8 centimeters
and was 20 centtieters long; it contained a 0.3-centimeter-thickceramic
llner. Nitrous oxide was drawn at a controlled pressure from an unheated - .
reservoir and led into the preheater where the gas temperature was brought _
up to a value below the initiating temperature (which was found to be
about 750° K in the rsnge of pressures used). The preheated gas imping~ – -
on the electricallyheated initiator in the decomposition chamber, about
which a steady decomposition took place once start~.. ‘ID order to afiid
burning out the heater wire wrapped abut the initiator, the current was .._
shut off immediately after deccuupositionbegan. The reaction zone was
prevented from entering the preheater by two perforated insulators, one
made of brass snd the other maQe of”pressti asbestos. The initiation
was accompanied by a noticeable rise in the stresm temperature> and the
decomposition maintained the initiator at..snelevated temperature. The
gas temperatures.were measured at vsrious.stations in the reactor by use
of platinum-p Litinum-U -percent-rhcdium ~ c@xxnel-alu@ the~octipl,.es. “-~
The gas passed from the reactor into the &bnosphere through the orifice.
The mass flow was altered by using orifices of different sizes. For~the
kl?ger IIESSfkW6, decomposition took plaii-eonly on we d~stre~ s~e” “— “:
of the initiator. The mass flow was calculated from the observed pressure
and t~erature near the exit orifice and the ncmdnal area of the orffice.
A ssmple of Me “gaswas taken at the exit~ -—
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The results show that the decomposition of N20 at constant volume
can be hitiated by either en electrically fused copper wire or a
heated We to yield a nitrogen-oxygen mixture at a hi@ temperature
d pressure. ~ical. records of the reaction-pressure time history
are shown in figure 2. The peak pressures were obta~ from such
curves and they are plotted for the “cold wall” tests in figure 3 and
for the ‘hot wall” tests in f@me 4. The terms “cold wall” and “hot
wall” refer to initial reactor wall temperatures which are, respectively,
below ti above the critical temperature of N20 . me P* pressure
obtained f~ hot-wall tests was 1,930 atmospheres. W peak reaction
temperatures were determined from equation (1) (corrected)by use of
measured values of peak pressure and loading densi.~. Tables I and II
show the peak reaction pressures obtained for various loading densities
and the resulting peak temperatures. The chemical analyses of the pzmducts
of representative tests are shown.
When there was no initial N20 condensation because of the low
loadimg densities, the peak pressures increased with the loading density
as prdided. However, in the cold-wall tests at higher loading densi-
ties, the peak pressure rise failed to correspond to theory (eq. (1)
corrected). For these tests the chemical analysis of the final gas
mixture showed the ~esence of a large proportion of undeccmposed N20.
(See table I.) ~ all tests the measured pressures were lower than the
theoretical pressures. For example, figure 4 shows that at a loading
densi~ of 5.3 g-moles/liter the peak pressure was 1,465 atmospheres as
ccunperedwith the theoretical value of 2,080 atmospheres. The loss b
pressure is attributed to incomplete decoiuposi.tionh to heat losses
due to convection and radiation. A comparison of tests mede with the
two -s of initiators showed no observable difference in the results.
(See table II.)
.
.
The highest observed temperature for the cold-wall “testswas
1,504° K where the initial temperature before decompositim was 2830 K.
For this case, theory indicates a peak temperature of 2,42Y K. h the
hot-wall tests, the maxinnznobserved value of the peak temperature
was 1,859 K for an Mtial temperature of 3610 K. ~eory indicated a
temperature of 2,50~ K.
A chemical analysis of the cooled, decoqosed gas mixture from the
hot-wall tests showed 1.83 percent N02 snd 21.1 percat N20 present
by volune at the smallest loeding densi~ used. (In addition to N2 and
02, a small amount of NO was formed in the decomposition. This oxidized _
to N02 when the rubclmmecooled.) As the loadfng densi@ increased, the
decomposition became
present h the final
more ccmrpletesni the emouats of N02 and N20 K
nitrogen-o~gen mixture decreased. At the largest ‘
k
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metal-to-metal seal, (2) a heti piece with.a neoprene rubb=” “O” ring
in additiotito a.screw pressure-loaded copper ring, (3) an elec~ical
..
* lead which contatied a Teflon element designed to obtati a gas seal by
the internal gas pressure acting on an unsupported area of the plast~c,
end (4) all lubricants removed, end “c~clal gland packings in all
valves replaced ~ similerly shaped w“- made-of Teflon. (Teflon
was used because of its nearly total chemical inertness.) —
lh order to remove any condensed water”vapor from the reactor ‘-
chsmber and prep~e it for te~ting, the ah in the chamber was evacuat@
while hot water was circulated through the ~acket. Cold water (at a
temperature of approximately 2800 K) was then used to Wwer the wall
temperature in order to facilitate filling the reactor from a small
portable N20 reservcdri !l%eportable reservuir was wei@ed before ““”
and after each filMng to deteralne the embunt of N20 used h the
test. A loedhg density of 10.22 g-moles/liter would completely fIll
the reactor with liquld N20 if the temperat~e were raised to the
critical value (T = 309.& K). The water t&perature was then alter~
. to suit the test condltions. Sufficient thus was allowed for the reactor
temperature.to equalize with that of the water. Thus, the reactor tem-
perature before decomposition begea was o@.Jtied f&OM m-sm~en?~. of’_..
. the water temperature.
—
.—
—
—
.-
.
—
..— ..- _-
The decomposition process was tiitiat@ by either heathg or fusing
a wtie initiator. The heated tie Initiator consisted of a~ximately
75 centimeters of Rrown end Sherpe No. 22 gage Nichrome V wire. The _ _ _
wtie was support~ by “amica slab and was electrically ~ounded fisMe -”._ _
the reactor. ~ electric current of u am@res at 80 to 85 a-c volts
was applied to this element for 20 seconds.during a test. The fused tie
initiator was made from 0.25 centimeters of &own and She.rpeNo. 36 gage
.’
COpper wire which was fused by applying cm’rent at UO a+ volts at we .
time of test.
king the tests, the gas pressure h the re~tor -S meas~ed ~
use of a Baldwti SI@+ strain gage. The ceu was joined in a vertical
position to the base of the reactor, ti We conhect% tub- w ..
filled with mercury to help transmit rapid.pressure changes to the
pressure cell @ to reduce the deed space;,+nthe reactor. me press&e
history of the decomposition was recorded w photographic fi~ ~ a .
..-.—
record- oscillograph. Approximately 1 minute after ~tiation, the
gas mixture was vented”from the reactor to the atmosphere and a sample.
of the gas mixture was obtaind for chemical analysis. The method of
chemical analysis used is expladned ti aPP@~ .&. .
— .-..—
—
.-
—
.
.
Test results.- The results of ‘thecons@nt-volwne-decomposition
.
tests are shown in tables I and II for two-initial wall.temperatures. .
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Con8tant-Volume Decoqosition
The results of the tests given in references 1, 2, and 4 indicate
the possibility that the hi@ pressmes d temperatties which are
required for hypersonic wind tunnels may be obtained by the rapid
thermal decomposition of N20 at constant volme. Scme of the tests
show that the decomposition can be nearly complete, tn which case the
properties of the decomposed nitrogen-oxygen mixture would approximate
the properties of air. Experiments were performed to determine the
temperature of the reaction ~ucts d to obtain more information
about their chemical COMPOEition.
Theoretical conditions.- The ideal temperature and pressure of the
products of the constamb-volume reaction can be readily computed ficm
ava~ble data and ere used as a basis for comparison with the ~eri-
mental results. The heat released ~ the complete thermal deccauposition
of N20, given in reference 1 as 20,000 calories/mole, csn raise the
temperature of the f-l ~ure from 3000 K to 2,4k8° K. (See appen-
dix A.) Since this temperature is @ependeut of the smouut of N20
used, the ftnal pressure computed by the perfect gas law is dtiectly
ProPortio~ to tie tiitti pressure or to the gas densi~ in the
reactor; thus,
Pf =@$=@+i (1)
where pi is tie weight of clumge divided by the volume of the reactor
(in g-moles/lit= ), R = 0.082~ li.ter-atm/°K,
when Ti = 300° K. The val~ of pf given by
and must be corrected by multiplying it by the
(refs. 5 snd 6).
- Tf = 2,448° K
equation (1) is too low
ccmpressibili~ factor
Apparatus and test procedure.- The constant-volume reactor is shown
ti figure 1. It consisted of a hi@-pressure steel chember fitted with
an exterior water jacket, a removable headpiece, and a gas Wet. The
headpiece contained en insulated electrical lead and an opezdng for
pressure instrumentation. The internal volmne of the chamber was
0.45 liter, 2.0 percent of which was contained in a portion of the gas-
tilet tubing snd a valve. The reactor was designed for a maxtmum working
pressure of 2,000 atmospheres. The internal surfaces, incltiing the
threads on the headpiece, were chrcmium plated to prevent corrosion.
Four ~es of closures were used with the reactor. They were as
follows: (1) connecting tubing with a standard cone-shaped
.
..—
——
.
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t’ mimlmuulstagnation conditions Upslm3aIll
w 1 nozzle minimum section
2 test section before condensation
3 test section after condensation
(heDliCd symbols:
C02 carbon dioxide
H hydrogen
H20 water
KOH potassium hydroxide
N nitrogen
.
No nitric oxide
8
N@ nitrogen dioxide
N20 nitrous oxide
0 oxygen
Conversion factor: “
1.0 g-mole per liter of N20 = 2.*7 lb/cu f% of N20
TESTS
5
...
—. .
——
..
:
-- <
—
-.
.— . .
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Ih en attempt to verify ad exlxyxlthe available hformation on the
thermal decomposition of nitrous oxide, experimental observations were
made of the decomposition at both constent volume end constant pressure.
The principal interest was in the conditions necesssry to initiate rapid
reactions, in the temperature smd pressure of the products, and in the
chauical composition of the products. Qn the basis of the results
obtained, a hypersonic nozzle was constructed end was Op=ated to c~’&?e---
the use of air W the p.’oductsof t4e thermal decomposition of N20
.
as flow”mmediuuls.
d
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sYMmIs
A
a
B
b,c,d,e,
f,g,i
M
h
P
R
T
t
u
v
z
Y
A
P
area
veloci~ of sound
arbitrary constant
arbitrary constants
Mach number
enthalpy
‘~essure
(see appendix B)
(see a~endix B)
universal gas constant
.
time
internal Emerg
settling-chamber wlme
()2 2(ya)consteJlt, — =7+1
ratio of specific heat at
at constant volme,
incremental amount
density
Subscripts:
i before deccmpositlon
f after decomposition
t stagnation conditions
1*4
0.57870 (for 7 = 1.4)
constant pressme to spectiic heat
for a dialxxntcmolecule
upstream
r
.
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A mmmary of the conclusions drawn from the
literature on the thermal decomposition of N20
ecmmination of
LB as follows:
3
the
(1) Nitrous oxide cti be made to dectmiposewithin a confined
or to decampose in a steady stream by heating it to a temperature
order of 1,0000 K.
—
volume .,
of the
(2) An ex@osive reaction can be pr@lwed by local heathg of the
conftied gas, such as is produced by a spark following the electrical
fusion of a wire, by Introducing the gas into a preheated vessel or by
rapid compression. .,..
(3) me =@OSiOn limit apparently is a function of temperature
and pressure.
(4) War certain conditions, the decomposition is approximately
ccmplete. ....
(5) me t-rature and pressure of the reaction products rise
sharply,duringa rapid constant-volume deccaposition but these qutities
have not been measured.
(6) A self-sustatied constent-~ess~e decomposition of N20 has
not been reported.
(7) The continuous decomposition of N20 has been reportd only
for a reactor operating at atmospheric pre.sswe. . .,.
Ih an attempt to evaluate the feasibility of applying the decom-
position of N20 to the operation of a @Tersonic wind tumnel, an ,,
e~loratory pro~am of research was carried out. The objectives were
aa follows:
(1) To verify and extend the available hformation on the thermal
decomposition of nitrous oxide —— — —.
(2) To determtie the theoretical and experimental end conditio~
of constant-volume end constant-pressure decompositions sqd to conEider
the application of these”decompositions to We OperatiOn of a hyprsonic
.— .—
..
—
—
. ..— -
—
—
— _—
—
—
nozzle
(3) TO design and consimwt a small
information obtained end, for comparison
heat4 air and decomposed nitrous oy~e
.— ..-
.—
hypersonic nozzle based on the
Pm’Poses, to aperate it on both
-.
— .— --
.
.-
the thermal decwrposition of which is governed by the equation
2N20 + 2N2 + 02 + Heat
was selected for study because of the relative ease wIW which it could
be decomposed end because the ratio of N2 to 02 in the decomposition
products (2:1) is closer to the ratio of N2 to, 02 in air (4:1) thsn
is the ratio of the decanposition products of NO (1:1).
The thermal decomposition of nitrous oxide has been strdied ~ a
nunber of investigators. Of particular interest in the application of
nita?ous-oxidedecomposition in ~ersonic wind tunnels are results of
investigatlcms conducted at rapid reaction rates. Several methods were
foti to produce such deccmposlt.~. Ih their st@y of the heat of
formation of N20, Carlton-Smtton, Ambler, ad Wlliams obtaind rapid
constant-volume decompositions that were accompanied ~ an increase in
both temperature d pressure of the gas (ref. 1). They reported that
a W explosion can be caused in N20 gas by the electrical fusion of
a small wire. However, the reaction is not propagated in the gas when
the initial gas pressure is below 13 atmospheres. Chemical analysis of
reactions initiated at approximately 42 atmosph~es indicated 90- to
95-perc=t decomposition. ELnlteraccidently produced
%%%.%N20 at initial pressures between 40 and 70 atmospheres
his investigations of reaction rates, the gas was introduced into a
reinforced qusrtz lnibepreheated to approximately 9300 K. In working
with low gas pressures, Zeldovich end Jacovlev produced ~losive reac-
tions in N20 when it was confined in a quartz tube heated to temper-
atures between 1,l~” to 1,3000 K (ref. 3). Another means of tiitiating
the rapid decomposition of N20 was found by Berthelot who rapidly
compressed N20 gas to 1/500 of its original volume. (This ~eriment
is mentioned in ref. 1.) Waler such conditions, the ideal adiabatic
t~erature of compression causing the reaction was calculated to be
approximately 1,%00 K.
The continuous decomposition of N20 at constant pressure (approx-
imately atmospheric) in an electrically heated quartz tube was demon-
strated by Whittinghsm (ref. 4). M his experiments, the decomposition
was controlled to produce a luminous glow similar to a flame. = order
to obtain a ste@y decomposition, the rate of flow was ad@sted in the
tube (which WaS 3 centimeters In dismeter and 20 centimeters long) to
give a time of contact of about 1 second. As the tube was heated to
1,023° K, the brown color of other,nitrogen oxides was visible in the
exit gases. A pale yel.low-~ea luminescence appeared in the tube at
about 1,123° K and a vivid luminescence at about 1,l~” K. l
u
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OF NITROUS OXIDE IO PRODWE HWERSONK!
GAS CLOSELY RESIWUNG AIR
m Alexander P. Sabol and JobrI
SWMARY
An lmvestigation was made of a method for
flow in a wind tunnel W ustng the hot gaseous
s.
FZOW OF A
Evs31s
producing byprsonic
products obtained from
the tiermal dec~ositi-a of nitrous ox~e (N20). Tests =e described
of N20 decompositions made at constant yolume and at constant ~essure.
Decomposition temperatures up to 1,8590 K (3,3460 R) at pressures up
to 1,930 atmospheres were obtatied by the constant-volumeprocess, whereas
theory indicated a temperature of 2,5070 K (4,510° R). Temperatures w
to 1,7260 K (3,107O R) at pressures up to 70 atmospheres were obtained
by the constant-pressureprocess, whereas~theory hdicated a temperature
of 2,165° K (3,898° R). Results of comparison tests mede in a divergent
conical nozzle operated at Mach nmbers up to about 7 on ah and on the
~oducts of N20 decomposed at constsnt pressure showed no s@ic~t_
.-.
difference in the wall static pressures. - — —
—
One reqtiement of wind tunnels operathg at ve~ hi@ supersonic
Mach nmnbers is a hi@ stagnation temperature h order to avoid adverse
effects due to oxygen or nitrogen condensdtion. The temperature range
of electrical heaters, which sre generally-used for this purpose, is
limited because of material properties. W an attempt to obtain higher
temperatnn?es,chemical energy obtained from rocket fuels burned within
a settling or mixing chember has been us~ by sane investigators. Since
high-temperature ah obtained in this way is contamhated with the wod-
Ucts of
m
the use
[nitric
gen and
combustion, the characteristics of the gas m?e not those of air.
order to amid. heater LLmitations and flow-contaminationproblems,
of chemical energy obl%ined frm the dec~osition of either NO
oxide) or N20 (nitrous oxide), both of which contati only ~tro-
----
oxygen, appeared suitable for heating purposes. The caupound N20,
a
.-
—
—
—
.—
.-
.-
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decomposed N20. !iheabsence of visible separation can probably be
attributed to the smllm difference in upstream stagnation pressure
snd exhaust stagnation pressure required for a given area cMmge where
a8ashvQ3 7 =1.3 is substituted for one having 7 = 1.4. For
these tests the stagnation-pressureratios were essentially the same
in both cases.
A comparison between the static-pressure distributions for heated
afi and decwsed N20 ts shown in figure Il. Tn one case they are
cwrp~ed at approximately equal temperaturesj In the other case they
exe ccmpared at approximately equal pressures. The ~eement between
the curves for ah and for decomposed N20 is very good before the
onset of separation.
CONCLUSIONS
9 An investigation of the feasibill.tyof using the thermal decompo-
sition of nitrous oxide (N20) to produce a source of high-pressure and
h~-temperature gas (closely resembling air) for hyprsonlc-f low sttiiesb indicates the follmdng conclusions:
(1) The constsnt-vulune thermal decomposition of titrous oxide”
produces a gaseous mixture which is chiefly nitrogen md oxygen. ~
the tests described essures up to 1,50 atmospheres and temperatures
Up to 1,8590 K (3, X6%R) haVS been observed. As htgh loadlng densities
are approached, the decomposition tends to be more canplete d the
observed temperature a~oaches the theoretical value (2,x70 K for an
initial temperature of 361.0K).
(2) The constant-~essure thermal deccxqposltionof ni~us oxide
prcd.ucesa simi.lsxmixture in a sti-sustatned manner, and, in the tests
described, has occurred at pressures q to 70 atmospheres. !lhehi@est
observed.temperatm?e was 1,7260 K (3,107O R). In the reactors used, the
decomposition was not so ccmplete as in the constant-volume ~er-ts.
M a result, the observed temp~atures compared less favorably with the
theoretical temperatures (2,165° K for &n inttial temperature of 5500 K).
(3) On the basis of the tests described, the use of the hot decom-
position prcducts of nitrous oxide in a hypersonic nozzle appesrs fea-
sible. The static-pressure distribution in a ~ersonic conical nozzle
using the prcducts of constant-pressure decanposition of N@ shows good
agreement when ccmxparedwith the distribution obtained with atr h the
m ssme nozzle. U@stream of the point of flow separation, both pressure
distributions agree with predicted values based on one~lmensional
.
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t
Lsentropic-flow ~ansion corrected for m--lava ~otih. ~~ ___ .
undecomposed N20 is used in the ssme nozzle, the static-pressure
distribution differs from that of atr.
.
Lsagley Aeronautical.Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
.-. —
Lsngley Field, Va., December 2, 1955.
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APPENDIX
IDEAL DEK!OMFUSITION
The complete deccxupositionof twu
oxygen is ~essed (ref. 1) by
The
The
17
A
moles of N20 into nitrogen and
2N20 ~ 2N2 + 02 + 40,OW calories
heat released Is assmed to be retained in the decomposed mixture.
temperature for a constant-volume process Is found by eqpat~ the
Internal-energy increase of the mixture to 40,000 calories. The
table is presented fqr the case where the initial temperature is
I I Ih&rnal ener~, calories, for - I
T, OK 2N2 0.2 2N2 +02
3W 2,978 1,492 4,470
2,4oQ 28,375 15,110 43,485
2,450 29, &g 15,473 44,522
following
300° K.
~ interpolation between the values of the increase h internal energy,
that is, Au = 39,015 calories and 40,052 cslories, the final temperature
is 2,W8° K. (Wrgy values h this table were obtained ~ ref. 13.)
The temperature for a constant-pressure process is found by equating
the enthalpy ticrease of the ml%%ure to 40,000 calories. For the case
where the initial temperature is 300° K, the following table is presented.
) I f
I I Ecrthalpy, calories, for - [
T, %
2N2 02 2N2 + 02
300 4,170 2,087 6,257
1,950 30,120 15,772 45,892
2,000 30,979 16,223 47,202
u
l
~ interpolation between the values of the ticrease in enthaw, that
is, Ah = 39,635 calories and 40,945 calories, the f~ temperature
is 1,so K. (Ehergy values in this table were obtatied from ref. 13.)
. .
.-
.
APPENDIX B
CHEKUXZ ANALYSIS OF REACTION PRODU2TS
.
~th qualitative and quantitativemethc@s ~e, used for the chemical
analysis of reaction products. The qtiitative analysis was made dur~ ““–-
the constant-pressure tests and hmnediately folluwing the constant-volume
tests. The decomposed mixture was passed t~ough a trap ,cooledby liquid
nitrogen until a sufficlent quanti~ of condensate was collected. The
temperature of the trap was then allowed to return to room temperature -
.—
while the temperature of the condensate wa8 recorded. The presence of
N20 was WLicated by a plateau in the boil~-petit record, end the _ ‘
presence of N02 was detected by its characteristic color end odor.
(Warning: N02 iS tOXiC.)
.,#
. .
The quantitative analysis was conducted as follows: A 20041 If1iter
sample of the decomposed mixture was obtained at alanosphericpressure @
taqperature and then cooled ~ C02 sngw @_ approximately -80° C. At
.. —
this temperature, the vapor pressure of-,-N02 was ,aboutO.~ millimeter
of mercury (see ref. 6); this was low enough to prevent it-from leaving
the ssmpling bottle while a portion of “theuncond~ed gaseswas with-
drawn ad placed in a gas microanalyzer.
is describ~ in reference 14.
The chemical equation expressing the
taperatures is
bN20 ~ fN20 + CN2 + (d +
When the condensate
tO N02 SO that
was cooled to
bN20 ~ fN20 +
After removal of N02 by cooling
.-
—
.-
—
.-
—
—
-—
.
( ,—
--
The use of thts microanalyzei ‘“‘-““—-’
. —.-
d@npos ition
e)02 + 2eN0
roan temperature, NO
!.,
---
cN2 + d@ + 2sN02
at elevated — — %-.— -
(Bl)
..-
was oxidized
.
.-——
n
(B2)
.-
with C02~ the rematiing products were
—.— ---- —
placed in the microenalyzer and burned with an excess of ~:
.._ .- _—
fN20 + CN2 + d02 + ~+ (C +.f)N2 + (f +2d)~ + (g - f - 2d)~
-y L
(B3)
“
l
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Water was removed by inserting a bead of KOH for a few minutes. The
remaining products were bm?ned with an excess of ~:
(c+ f)N2+ (g-f- 2d)~+i02~(c +f)N2+ (g-f -2d)~O+
(i :+:-- )+d02 (B4)
Water was agati removed 60 that the final products were ..—
( )~+~+d02(c+ f)N2+ i-2
According to the conditions of the analysis, dl the
considered perfect gases. Thus, the number of moles
(B5)
gases could be
and the volmne
5 were taken ‘b be ddrectly propofiional. The followfng outline shows the
volume measurements made with the gas analyzer aa & quantitative and-
ysis was carried out.
.
1. Gas sample minus N02 placed h analyzer; volume measured
(eq. (B2)) was c +d+
2.
39
c+g-
4.
59
c+d+
-g= adaed;
Mixture burned;
2d.
f.
volume measured (eq. (B3)) was c + d + f + g.
water removed;
oxygen added; volume measured
Mixtnre burned; water rcsnoved;
G G
Ihom this anklysis, the volumes
volume measwed (eq. (B3)) was
(eq. (B4)) was c+g-2d+i.
volune measured (~esslon (B3)) ~
(c+d+ f),
( )
c+d+&nd
(c - 2d) were found. These constituted a system of three hear equa-
tions b the three deshed unknowns. Thus, c,
calculated. ~ observbg that the total number
is conserved in a reaction, equation (B2) leads
that is,
e L(c=
3
- 2d)
d, and f were easily
of atoms of a gfven kind
to an ~ession for e; –
(B6)
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The percent by volume of each ccmponent ti the original sqple taken
from the reactor was calculated by us- the follow5ng formulas:
Percent 02 = :X loo (B7)
.
——..- :
.-
.
Percent N20 = f (B9) ... -.:.~xlca
Percent N% = ~ X 100 (Em)
B=c+d+2e+f (Bll)
S5nce in the test results the percent of N@ present was relatively ,.
small, the percent of NO orighally present h the hot gas cen be z
considewd to have approxhately the same value. Or.,more precisely,
.
2 x Percent NO
Percent NO =
~
2+
1(M
which was derived by comw~ the f0.310wh6 ~ress ton ~th
equation (BIO):
2e
Percent NO =
c+d+3e+f x100
(B12)
..-
(m3)
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TABLE I.- CONDITIONS
WJIIIH I N
DECOl@OS~G N20
~~eoretical peak temperature of 2,h2g0 K based
on an intt~ WaIL temperature of 283° .~
ImLdlng chemical analysis of coaled
I?est~-lw, p-
Peak products, percent by mlurne, 02
temp=8ture, of .
g-moles pressure, TfJ
oK
~
liter
ati
(a) ‘2 02 N02 N20
1 1.51 256 ‘ 1,371 ----- ----- ---.- ---.- -----
2 1.62 268 1,337 ----- ----- .---- .--.- -----
3 2.27 k32 1,* 59*5 28.8 1.19 10.7 0.485
4. 3.10 520 1,3U. 58.60 28.20 1.735 U. 00 0.481
5 3.52 581.5 1,276 ----- ----- .---- ----- -----
6 3.61. 524 - 1,129 ----- ----- ----- ----- -----
7 4.21- 592 . 1,084 ----- ----- .---- .---- -----
8 4.52 585 1,015 60.30 29.6 0.39. 9.55 0.491
aBaf3edupon peak-pressure measurements.
.
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TABLE II. - coNDmMs O13WUNEDBY’DEZOMFOSING N20
WITHIN A FIXED VOLIME
[~eoretical peak temperature 6? 2,507’0K based
on an initial WaII temperature of 361° El
Loading Peak Chemical -SiS Of COOledPeak
,eatdensi~~ pressyre,
products, percent by volume, ~temperature, of-.
- atm Tf, OK ‘2
ltter
(a) N2 02 N@ N20
bl 10* 257.8 1,39 Y2.40 24.80 1.83 21.10 0.474
2 1.56 295 1,530 58.65” 28.37 1.276 I-I-.710.4837
3 1.67 309 1,490 ----- ----- ----- ----- ------
4 2.27 476 1,637 60.70 29.92 0.58 8.85 0.4935
C5 2.54 *1 1,649 ----- ----- ----- ----- ------
6 2.92 622 1,631. 60.29- 29.27 1.16 9.27 0.486
C7 3.09 ----- ----- 64.70 29.40 3.92 1.96 0.455
b8 3.45 742. 1,605 &40 30.10 0.75 7.80 0.491
9 3=61 770 , 1,585 62.21 30.21. 1.204 6.38 0.48$
10 4.~8 jgo 1,707 62.50 30.59 0.77 6.04 0.491
Cll 5.31 1,465 Z, 859 ----- ----- ----- ----- ------
12 79U 1,930 l,W 65.0 32.2 0.43 2.24 0.497 1
aBased upon peak-pre”ssuremeasurements.
b~ltial t~matme of aw~~tely 348° K*.
C&fQ these tests -e ~ft~t~ by an electrically fUSed wire.
.
,-
—
—
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/Metal-to-metal seal
Gas inlet .
I
,, NACA TN 3624
Decomposition chamber
volume, 0.45 liter l! VI,.;+,”+.Y]
Head piece R\’
Rubber “O” ring and copper ring T
Mercury
Pressure
cel I
.
.
—
I I
Scale, 10 cm
Figure 1.- Schemtic drawing of constant-ml- reactor.
.
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(a) Hot-wall test. uading density, 4.18 g-roles/liter.
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(b) Cold-wall test. Loading
Figure 20- -SSUI% t- history
density, 4.21 “g-roles/liter.
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Figure 3=- Peak pressures for constaqt-wlums reactions. Initial wall
temperature, 283° K.
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Figure 4.- Peak pressures for constant-volume reactions. Mtw wall
temperature, 361° K.
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Figure 6.- Variation of vapor pressure with temperature for
nitric oxide (NO), and nitrous oxide (N20). Data for 02
erence 7; data for NO and N@ are from reference 8.
oxygen (@),
are from raf-
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Figure 9.- Comparison of static-pressure distributions along nozzle for, -
tests using air.
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Figure 10.- Comparison of
tests using
static-pressure distributions along nozzle for
decomposed smd undecomposed N20.
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